
 

GSDCQ SBE SEPTEMBER 24,2023. 

Judge .Alastair Henderson.VIC 

Firstly, I wish to thank the committee and members of GSDCQ for the invitation to judge 

your 2023 SBE.  With a disappointing entry of 46 with 40 being presented in the ring I noted 

it was a substantial drop in numbers compared to 2022.  Special thanks must go to my ring 

steward PieterTjerkstra, Stenographer Nikki Jones, photographer extraordinaire Gail Donald 

and Alison Chillingworth for live streaming on Facebook. 

The weather was overcast in the morning with mild temperatures ,which was good for both 

dogs and handlers. 

The major problems in the breed are still in most cases a deep hindquarter and short upper 

arms. Size was generally well above to very large,no exhibit was penalised for size. 

In the Open classes to gain the Excellent Merit award the exhibit in the Male classes must 

have produced progeny that have passed the hip and elbow scheme and preferably Breed 

Survey and it was not necessary at this show to present a progeny group but to have some 

above average progeny around Australia. Males in my opinion have the opportunity to be 

bred with than females and this is why it may seem a bit harder to achieve the Merit Award. 

In the bitch Open Classes they must either have successful progeny or be of high anatomical 

worth without progeny to be Excellent Merit. 

Hopefully next year some of the Open class animals may be elevated after producing some 

worthy progeny to the Excellent Merit group. 

Wishing all involved every success in the future. 

Many Thanks, 

Alastair Henderson. 

 

      SIRES PROGENY  

     Name – CHILLI DELLA VALCUVIA (IMP) 

  Line Breeding :Furbo Degli Achei(3-4,4),Vegas Haut Mansard(4,3),Quenn Loherweg(4,4-

5,5) 

  Produced 402 puppies ,with 65A,66Z. 35 are Breed Surveyed and 10 ZAP. 

At this show Chilli presented 7 progeny from 5 dams.He has presented groups in all state 

breed shows and the National.As can be seen he has had wide use and has left his mark for 

years to come. 



Overall he produces medium to large animals of very good type and proportions,excellent 

character with very good drive and desire to work in most cases.Richly coloured and with 

clear distinction between the sexes.Produces overall Good to very good fore and very good 

to deep hind angulation,clean toplines,very good heads. 

A dog that has certainly left his mark in this country and congratulations to his owners for 

bringing him here. 

 

DAMS PROGENY  

Name – DEBBAR ISABELLA 

    ISABELLA has produced 21 progeny,6 AZ and 5 Breed Surveyed. 

The group has progeny from 3 different sires who are generally of very good type,and 

proportions.  Very good heads and distinction of the sexes, clean toplines .Angulations are 

very good . 

Congratulations to the breeder on presenting this group. 

 

KENNEL GROUP OF CASTASTAR KENNELS 

Firstly, congratulations on presenting a kennel group and if my notes are correct it 

consisted of 2 males and 3 females from 3 sires and 3 dams. 

A group that was a little mixed in type with some well constructed animals in the 

group. Generally they were large to very large with good bones and colour. Good heads, 

withers and toplines. Angulation of the fore was good to very good with the hind angulation 

being very good to deep. 

Wishing Castastar Kennels every success in their future breeding and hope they 

continue to present more Kennel Groups in future. 

 

 

 

  



German Shepherd Dog (LSC) 

Class 2a Minor Puppy Bitch 1 Entry 
 

41 LETTLAND OBSIDIAN OBSESSION B & D Houghton 
 Mongrif Legacy x Lettland Frost 4100384408 27 Feb 2023 

                                       

6.5mths.  Above medium size, medium strong, slightly compact black female. Good 

feminine head, good expression, good withers, straight topline, good angulations of 

both fore and hindquarter. Steps close going. During movement displays very good 

drive and good reach where the wither could remain higher.  

 

  

 

1st 

41 VP  

 

Class 3a Puppy Bitch 4 Entries 
 

42 GABMALU LIBERTE M & R Hornick 

 

Jayshell Rickodo x Gabmalu Echo 

Just under 12mths, well above medium size, strong, well constructed bitch of very good 

proportions, colour and type. Strong feminine head. Very good strength and breadth of 

skull, good length of neck, high wither, straight topline, where croup could be longer. 

Very good angulations of both fore and hindquarter with very good length of foreleg. 

Very good fore and underchest development for age. Should stand more correct in 

front. Correct coming and going. During movement displays powerful drive with very 

good reach maintaining a very good outline.   

 

2100593401 25 Sep 2022 

43 DEBBAR TULLY D O'Keefe 

 

Alwin Vom Haus Nesgen(Imp Deu) x Debbar Isabella 

11mths well above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch of slightly more 

compact proportions but of very good type.  Good strength of head, where masking 

could be more pronounced. Good strong ears. Level wither, straight topline where 

croup should be better angled.  She has good fore and very good hind angulation.  With 

good fore and underchest development for her age.  Steps close going where hocks 

should be firmer. Should stand more correct in front. During movement displays very 

good drive and reach maintaining a good outline. 

 

4100379313 22 Oct 2022 

44 AZINCOURT RAVENNA (AI) Miss C & Miss J Bird 

 

Salvatore Vom Grafenwald x Ch Freinhauf Fire Fly Zoe 

ABSENT 

 

2100594914 31 Oct 2022 

45 KAYGARR GRETCHIN Mrs K Williams 

 

Ch. Eroica Catch Me If You Can x Eroica Just Want To Have Fun 

9mths well above medium size, medium strong well coloured female of very good type 

and good proportions.  Strong feminine head, where ears are set a little close and right 

ear tilted in.  High wither, clean topline, with good fore and very good hind angulation, 

with good underchest development for age.  Steps close going, hocks should be firmer.  

Should stand more correct in front.  During movement displays very good drive and 

reach maintaining a very good outline.   

 

4100380599 01 Dec 2022 

 

1st 
42VP 

2nd 
45VP 

3rd 
43VP 

4th 
 

 



Class 4a Junior Bitch 3 Entries 
 

46 WESENHUND FIORANO (IMP NZL) B & D Houghton 

 

Karabach Perfect Storm x Oakway Fine Design 

16mths.  59cm 26cm. Well above medium size, medium strong well coloured sable 

female. Still very good type.  Strong feminine head with good masking where the planes 

should be more balanced. Good strong ears, good length of neck, good wither, firm 

straight back, croup is of good length but could be better angled.  Short upper arm 

where shoulder blade could be better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation, good 

breadth of thigh.  Could stand more correct in front with good length of foreleg.  Slightly 

short underchest. Steps close going.  During movement displays very good drive and 

good reach with a tendency to hackney. Pasterns could be firmer.  

 

06171-2022 19 May 2022 

47 AZINCOURT COLETTE Miss C Bird 

 

Obama Du Montgison x Karabach Quinn 

16mths.  59cm 28cm. well above medium size, strong feminine female of very good 

proportions,colour and overall very good type.. Strong feminine head with good breadth 

of skull and eyes are a little round and could be darker. The base of ears are a little wide. 

Good length of neck, level wither, straight topline, with good length of croup.  Well 

angled but short upper arm, with very good hindquarter angulation which should not 

become any deeper. Good breadth of thigh with good fore and very good underchest 

development. Ideally could stand more correct in front. Steps close going, and correct 

coming and hocks should be firmer.  During movement displays very good drive and 

reach whilst maintaining a good outline.  

 

2100586290 27 May 2022 

48 GABMALU KIERAH Mrs S & Mr P Newham 

 

Ch. Jayshell Glasgow x Gabmalu Fiska 

12mths dP1 upper.L and R.  61cm 27cm.  very large medium strong, bitch shown slightly 

out of coat. Good proportions.  Strong feminine head with good expression.  Good eye 

colour. Good length of neck, high wither, straight backwhich falls a little steeply to a 

short croup..  Well angled but short upper arm with very good hind angulation.  Good 

fore and slightly short underchest development.  Should stand more correct in front.  

Good sequence of steps coming and going.  During movement displays good reach and 

drive where wither could be carried higher.   

 

2100592822 20 Sep 2022 

 

1st 
47 VG 

2nd 
46 VG 

3rd 
48 VG 

 

Class 5a Intermediate Bitch 2 Entries 
 

49 PANSKYLI FINESSE AZ BSC 

Mrs. Bronwyn Hurley & Mr. 

Stuart Hurley 

 

Cinderhof Vandaal x Hasenway Masquerade (Iid Deu) 

22mths.  61cm 27cm.  very large, strong feminine bitch of very good proportions and 

type.  Strong feminine head, where eyes could be darker and are a little round.  Well set 

ears, good length of neck, level wither, straight backline, croup is of good angle, upper 

arm could be longer and shoulder blade better angled. Very good hindquarter 

angulation with good breadth of thigh.  Good length of foreleg.  Good fore and very 

good underchest development for age. Standing correct in front. Correct coming and 

going.  Elbows could be a little tighter.  During movement displays power drive and good 

reach. Maintains a good outline. 

 

 

 

4100364659 08 Dec 2021 



50 GABMALU JAVA AZ M & R Hornick 

 

Cinderhof Vandaal x Gabmalu Cinda 

22mths 59.5cm 28cm.  well above medium size, strong, feminine expressive female of 

good colour, proportions and type.  Strong feminine head, with good breadth of skull 

and firm ears where eyes could be a little darker.  Good length of neck, high wither, firm 

clean topline with good length of croup. Upper arm is short, with very good hind 

angulation where lower thigh should not be any longer, good breadth of thigh. With 

good fore and very good underchest development and very good length of foreleg. 

Stands correct in front.  Displays good sequence of steps coming and going where 

elbows could be tighter. During movement displays powerful drive and good reach 

maintaining a good outline. 

 

2100576510 12 Dec 2021 

 

1st 
50 VG 

2nd 
 49 VG 

 

Class 11a Open Bitch 2 Entries 
 

51 * CH EROICA NOVA AZ BSC 

Miss J Bird Miss C Bird Miss 

K Leonard 

 

Hornet Box Dog Ipo2 x Eroica Duchess Of York 

3yrs 9mths.  

ABSENT 

5100116338 22 Dec 2019 

52 AUST CH *KAYGARR ESTHER AZ BSC Mrs K Williams 

 

Eroica Ice Ice Baby x Eroica Just Want To Have Fun 

3yrs 2mths. 59cm 27.5cm Well above medium size, strong feminine extremely well 

constructed female of very good type and proportions.  Shown a little out of coat.  

Strong feminine head very good expression with very good eye colour. firm ears.  Very 

good length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline, well laid croup. Exemplary 

angulations of fore and hindquarter. Broad thighs. Very good fore and underchest 

development.  Standing correct in front.  Good sequence of steps coming and going.  

During movement displays powerful drive and far reaching gait maintaining a clean 

outline.  Presented in firm condition. Presented a very good off lead.Gunsure 

Being just over 3 years and of high anatomical worth I had no hesitation 

in awarding her an Excellent Merit. 

For me it is time for her to have a litter which I would expect to have some 

quality animals in it owing to her being so well constructed and in the 

type of her father who I also gave the Excellent Merit award. 
 

4100339708 25 Jul 2020 

 

1st 
52 EX  

2nd 
 

 

 

German Shepherd Dog (LSC) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Class 4 Junior Dog 1 Entry 
 

53 LETTLAND JUPITER AZ Tiffany Rowan 

 

Lettland Flint x Lettland Epic Edition 

17mths.   63.5cm 29cm.  Just above medium size, medium strong black male of good 

masculinity, type, colour and proportions.  Strong masculine head with good breadth of 

skull and eye colour. Good length of neck, level wither, straight topline, where croup 

should be better angled.  Upper arm could be longer and better angled. Deep 

1400370099 11 Apr 2022 



hindquarter angulation, good length of foreleg.  Good fore and underchest development 

for age. Should stand more correct in front. Steps close going. Hocks could be firmer.  

During movement displays good reach and drive maintaining a good outline.   

 
 

1st 
53 VG 

 

Class 5 Intermediate Dog 1 Entry 
 

54 CH CINDERHOF DIAABLO Miss C & Miss J Bird 

 

Dingo Di Casa Mary (Imp Uk) x Freinhauf Havoc Az 

19mths.  65cm 29cm. large strong masculine expressive black and tan male of very good 

type and proportions.  Strong masculine head with good breadth of skull, firm ears, and 

good masking.  Good length of neck, high wither, firm clean topline, well angled croup.  

Well angled but short upper arm with very good hind angulation where ideally the lower 

thigh should not be any longer. Good breadth of thigh and very good length of foreleg.  

Could stand more correct in front.  Steps close going. During movement displays 

powerful driveand very good reach maintaining a good outline.  

 

 2100581486 26 Feb 2022 

 

1st 
 54 VG 

 

Class 11 Open Dog 3 Entries 
 

55 AUST *CH EROICA ICE ICE BABY AZ BSC 

Mrs K Williams & Mrs C 

Leonard 

 

Grisu Vom Frankengold Ipo 2 x Ch. Eroica Coco Chanel 

5yrs 11 mths  64cm 28cm.  Well above medium size, strong masculine impressive male 

of very good colour, type and proportions.  Presents a very good picture in stance. 

Strong masculine head, very good expression and breadth of skull. Good eye colour.  

Good length of neck which stands a little erect at times. High wither firm clean topline. 

Good croup.  Very good fore and hind angulations. Very good length of foreleg.  very 

good fore and underchest development for his age. Presented in very good condition.  

Good sequence of steps coming and going where elbows could still be tighter.  During 

movement displays powerful far reaching gait maintaining a very good and clean 

outline.A very good off lead which displays his very good construction.Gunsure 

Ice Baby has produced 81 puppies to date,13 A stamps and 14Z 

stamps,with 6 Breed Surveyed and 1 completed the ZAP Assessment to 

date.He has no line breeding and is of high anatomical worth along with 

some very good progeny  made my decision to award him Sieger and 

Excellent Merit an easy one. 
 

 

5100102740 28 Oct 2017 

56 * CH. DEBBAR QUACKER A Z Mrs D O'Keefe 

 

*Chili Della Valcuvia x *Debbar Isabella 'A"Z' 

2yrs 4mths  64cm 31cm.  Well above medium size, strong masculine, black and tan male 

of very good type and strength.  Strong masculine head, with good eye colour and firm 

ears.  Ideally the neck could be a fraction longer. High wither, firm clean topline.  Still 

good croup.  Upper arm should be longer. Very good hind angulation, very good breadth 

of thigh. good length of foreleg.  good fore and very good underchest development for 

his age.  Steps close going, elbows should be tighter.  During movement displays 

powerful drive with good reach, maintaining a good outline.  During off lead, with time 

to settle, shows similar performance comments as with on lead. Gunsure 

No progeny so he was Excellent one. 

4100354394 09 May 2021 



57 CH. DAMONTE STEALIN TIME AZ BSC ( AI ) 

WOLFGANG & TRACEY 

REHBERG 

 

Kuirau Orlando Az Bsc x Ch Khayem Odette Az Bscl1 

2yrs 2mths. 65cm 30cm.  Large strong masculine, good expression and still very good 

type. Presented in very good condition. Strong masculine head, with good breadth of 

skull and masking.  Good length of neck. Level wither. Firm clean topline.  Croup is a 

little short, the upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter 

angulation, very good breadth of thigh. very good length of foreleg. very good fore and 

underchest development for his age. Could stand more correct in front.  Steps close 

going, during movement displays very good drive where the reach could be more 

pronounced.  Off lead display shows similar limitation as with on lead performance. 

Gunsure 

 

5100126633 20 Jul 2021 

 

1st 
55 EX Merit 

2nd 
56 EX  

3rd 
57 EX 

 

 

German Shepherd Dog sc 

Class 1a Baby Puppy Bitch SC 3 Entries 
 

58 BLUEMAX MAGIC MEEYA Angela Brinkworth 
 Bluemax Say Bombs Away(Ai) x Bluemax Justright Janae 4100387414 01 May 2023 

59 DEBBAR VELVET Mrs D O'Keefe 
 Chili Della Valcuvia x *Aust Ch.Debbar Hermione 'A"Z' 4100387726 15 Jun 2023 

60 DEBBAR VICTORIA Mrs D O'Keefe 
 Chili Della Valcuvia x *Aust Ch.Debbar Hermione 'A"Z' 4100387727 15 Jun 2023 
 

1st 
58 VP 

2nd 
 59 VP 

3rd 
60 VP 

 

Class 2a Minor Puppy Bitch 4 Entries 
 

61 LAGERFELDT CATCH ME IF YOU CAN 

Mr J Haussler & Ms L 

Kirkman 
 Ch. Olymp Vom Lärchenhain (Imp Deu) x Sashillie Poppy (Ai) Az 2100597078 06 Jan 2023 

 

8.5mths. Above medium size medium strong bitch of good type and proportions.  Good 

feminine head with good eye colour. Good wither, straight topline, croup should be 

longer. Upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation, with 

both fore and underchest needing further development.  Shows good sequence of steps 

coming and going where elbows should be tighter.  During movement displays very 

good drive and good reach, where pasterns could remain firmer.   

 

  

62 BERNLOCH CARRLOTTA KERRIE GRIFFIS 
 Jarrahhaus Doomeekwik x Bernloch Wanda 2100600609 12 Feb 2023 

 

8.5mths medium size medium strong well coloured female, very good type and 

proportions .Ver. good feminine head with good eye colour. Good length of neck, high 

wither, firm clean topline, where croup is a little steep.  Short upper arm with very good 

hind angulation very good breadth of thigh, very good length of foreleg.  Very good 

underchest for her age.  Stands correct in front.  Shows good sequence of steps coming 

and going where hocks could be firmer.  Elbows could be tighter.   During movement 

displays very good drive and good reach maintaining a good outline. Left ear tilts in 

slightly and should be firmer.   

 

  



63 CASTASTAR UNIQUE Mrs A Doyle 
 Xander Vom Grabfeldgau (Imp Deu) x Castastar Lana Ht 4100383945 20 Feb 2023 

 
ABSENT 

 
  

64 HAMMERGEIL CALLISTO Glenn and Rachel Pritchard 
 Jaci’S Style Einstein x Hammergeil Aldith 4100385100 05 Mar 2023 

 

6.5mths  Medium size medium strong, bitch of slightly stretched proportions, and type.  

Strong feminine head with good eye colour where ears are large.  Good length of neck. 

Level wither, straight topline, where croup should be longer and better angled.  Well 

laid upper arm but should be longer. Very good hindquarter angulation. With good fore 

and underchest development for age. Very good length of foreleg. Standing correct in 

front.  Steps close going, elbows need to be tighter. During movement displays good 

drive and reach which should be more effective.  

 

  

 

1st 
62 VP 

2nd 
61 VP 

3rd 
64  P 

4th 
 

 

Class 3a Puppy Bitch 1 Entry 
 

65 SADRIA RUSSIA WITH LOVE Angela Brinkworth 
 Xander Vom Grabfeldgua x Sadria Russian Storm 2100594405 13 Nov 2022 

 

10mths. Well above medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch of good type. 

Slightly more compact proportions. Good feminine head, where masking could be 

darker. Good length of neck, level wither slight peak in the topline with a falling over 

lumbar spine.  Good length of croup.  Short upper arm. Hindquarters should not be any 

longer in lower thigh, underchest should be longer. Steps close going, both hocks and 

elbows should be tighter.  Could stand more correct in front. During movement 

displays very good drive and good reach where backline should be cleaner.  

 

  

 

1st 
65 VP 

 

Class 4a Junior Bitch 2 Entries 
 

66 SHARLYNNE VALENTE AZ 

Ms D & Miss K Muir & Ms S 

Thorp 
 Rudy V Haus Edmond (Imp Swe) x Olexius Vera (Imp Swe) 4100371517 10 May 2022 

 ABSENT   

67 LAVERANCE EDEN Julie Hogan-Smith 
 Alwin Vom Haus Nesgen (Imp Deu) x Castastar Incantation 4100378356 31 Aug 2022 

 

13months. 61.5cm 28.5cm.  Oversize, strong feminine brood type female of very good 

type and proportions and good colour.  Strong feminine head, with good eye colour and 

firm ears. Good length of neck, high wither, clean straight topline, croup is well laid. 

Well angled but slightly short upper arm. Very good hind angulation where lower thigh 

should not be any longer. Good breadth of thigh.  Very good fore and underchest 

development. Steps cowhocked behind, correct coming. Elbows could be tighter.  

During movement displays powerful drive and very good reach, maintaining a good 

outline.  

  

  

 

1st 
67 VG 

2nd 
 

 



Class 5a Intermediate Bitch 2 Entries 
 

68 BLUEMAX GEN SEVEN  'A Z' (BSC) 

Ms A Brinkworth & Ms K 

Turner 
 Chili Della Valcuvia x Bluemax De Jayla 4100366296 29 Sep 2021 

 

Just under 2yrs 60.5cm 29cm.  very large, well coloured slightly stretched female of very 

good type, strong feminine head, with good eye colour, where planes could be more 

balanced. Good length of neck, level wither, straight topline, croup is a little short with 

good angle. Well angled but short upper arm.  Pronounced hindquarter angulation, 

good fore and underchest development.  She should not become any deeper in chest. 

Stands correct in front.  Steps close where hocks could be firmer and elbows tighter. 

During movement displays very good drive and good reach where wither could be 

carried higher.  

 

  

69 CINDERHOF DIITA (AI) AZ 

Mrs K Williams & Ms J 

Cathie 
 Dingo Di Casa Mary (Imp Uk) x Freinhauf Havoc 2100581487 26 Feb 2022 

 

19mths. 60cm 28cm.  large medium strong, expressive female of good proportions and 

overall very good type and colour.  Strong feminine head with good breadth of skull and 

good eye colour.  Good length of neck into a high wither, straight topline, good croup.   

Well angled but slightly short upper arm with very good hind angulation where lower 

thigh should not be any longer.  Good breadth of thigh. very good under chest 

development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps a little cowhocked going. Elbows could be 

tighter.  During movement displays powerful drive and very good reach, maintaining a 

good outline.   

  

 
 

 
  

 

1st 
69 VG 

2nd 
68 VG 

 

Class 11a Open Bitch 7 Entries 
 

70 CASTASTAR INCANTATION Julie Hogan-Smith 
 Uk. Ch. Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) x Ch. Castastar Evita Et. 4100302253 03 Feb 2018 

 

5yrs 7mths 59.5cm 29cm  large, strong, feminine, very well constructed female. Very 

good type and proportions, she has strong feminine head, good dark masking and eye 

colour.  Good length of neck. High wither, clean topline, with croup of good lay, very 

good angulation of fore and hindquarter, good breadth of thigh, very good fore and 

underchest should not be any deeper.  Standing correct in front.  Shows good sequence 

of steps coming and going where elbows should be tighter. During movement displays 

powerful drive with very good reach where wither could be carried a little higher.  

Similar performance both on and off lead. Gunsure 

INCANTATION has had 8 progeny,1AZ and 1 through Breed Survey.In the 

show she produced a daughter from Chilli who was awarded Excellent in 

the Open Class and the Junior Bitch winner from Alwyn along with her 

own very good construction she was worthy Siegerin and Excellent Merit 
 

  

71 * BERNLOCH REBA AZ KERRIE GRIFFIS 
 Gerry Vom Shacher x Bernloch Yoyo 2100505427 29 Aug 2018 

 

5 years 60.5cm 29cm very large, medium strong, well proportioned female, with very 

good type.  Strong feminine head, good dark eyes, good expression.  Good firm ears. 

Good length of neck, high wither, firm clean topline.  Well laid croup.  Well angled but 

short upper arm.  Very good hind angulation.  Good fore and underchest development.  

Good sequence of steps coming and going.  Stands correct in front.  During movement 

  



shows powerful drive where the reach should be more pronounced.  Off lead 

performance is similar to on lead. Gunsure 

A very nice female who at just over 5years has not produced any progeny 

and I felt needed progeny at her age to achieve Excellent Merit. 
 

 
   

72 * CASTASTAR MIDORI (AI) CCD. CD. RN. ET.  'A''Z' Mrs A Doyle 
 Xavi Von Tronje (Swe) x Castastar Gisella 'A''z'  Pt 4100332604 03 Nov 2019 

 ABSENT   

    

73 * CASTASTAR OLEANDER 'A''Z'  HT Mrs A Doyle 
 Uk. Ch. Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) x Debbar Isabella 4100341469 24 Aug 2020 

 

3 years  60cm 28cm. large, medium strong, feminine bitch of very good type and 

proportions.  Strong feminine head where skull could be a little broader, firm ears. Good 

length of neck. High wither, firm clean topline. Croup could be longer and better angled. 

Upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation where lower 

thigh should not be any longer. Good fore and underchest development.  Steps close 

going, hocks should be firmer and elbows tighter.  Should stand more correct in front 

and feet could be tighter knit.  During movement displays very good drive and good 

reach maintaining a good outline throughout. Off lead, when performing at her own 

speed shows similar performance.   Gunsure 

 

  

 
 

 
  

74 * GEWALT SWEDISH INFLUENCE AZ Fred Flower 
 Gewalt Tennessee Drummer x Olexius Vera (Imp Swe) 5100121714 13 Nov 2020 

 

2 years 10 mths  61cm 28.5cm very large, medium strong slightly stretched female of 

very good type.  Strong feminine head, where masking could be stronger, with good eye 

colour.  Ears are a little large.  Good length of neck, high wither, firm clean topline, 

croup should be longer.  Well laid but short upper arm. Very good hindquarter 

angulation with good breadth of thigh. good fore and very good underchest 

development.  Standing correct in front.  Shows good sequence of steps going, elbows 

need to tighten.  Good reach and drive which should be more pronounced.  Performed 

very well off lead where drive and reach should be more pronounced.   Gunsure 

 

  

75 DEBBAR OPHELIA ‘A’ ‘Z’ BSC Nicole Hammond 
 Xander Vom Grabfeldgau (Imp Deu) x Ch. Debbar Hermione(Ai) 4100345411 15 Nov 2020 

 

2 years 10mths 61cm 29cm.  very large, strong feminine bitch with very good expression 

and type.  Strong with still feminine head, good eye colour. Firm ears.  Neck could be a 

little longer.  Level wither, clean topline, croup is well laid but could be longer.  Tail a 

little highset.  Upper arm could be longer and better angled.  Very good hind angulation, 

lower thigh should not be any longer.  She should not be any deeper.  Good fore and 

slightly deep underchest development.  Standing correct in front with pasterns a little 

steep.  Steps cowhocked going, elbows should be tighter.  During movement displays 

very good drive where reach should be more pronounced. Similar off lead performance.  

Gunsure 

 

 

 

 

 

76 * CASTASTAR PANDORA 'A''Z' Mrs A Doyle 
 Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp Ity) x Castastar Incantation 'A''z' Bsc 4100347474 15 Dec 2020 

 

2 years 9mths 61cm 28.5cm very large, strong feminine expressive bitch of very good 

type with good proportions. Strong feminine head with dark eyes, good expression. Her 

ears are a little large. Good length of neck, high wither, straight back, where lumbar 

spine should be less angled.  Croup could be a little longer and better angled.  Well 

angled but slightly short upper arm. Pronounced hindquarter angulation. Good breadth 

of thighs. Good fore and underchest development for her age.  Standing correct in front.  

Hocks should be firmer and elbows tighter.  During movement displays good drive and 

  



reach which should be more consistent where wither should be carried higher.   Off lead 

performance similar to on lead.  Gunsure 

 
 

1st 
70 EX  Merit 

2nd 
71 EX 

3rd 
75 EX 

4th 
73 EX 

5th 
76 EX 

6th 
74 EX 

7th 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Grading Certificates 

Grading Certificates for the Show are available by request to 

Fred Flower.  

Email: treasurer@gsdcqld.org.au 

 

German Shepherd Dog 

Class 1 Baby Puppy Dog 2 Entries 
 

77 KARHAM HOW YOU DOIN Nicole Hammond 

 
Nz Ch/Aust. Ch. *Shernaa Pakros Ht (Imp Uk) A Ed H-Neg Ipo2 x Debbar Ophelia ‘A’ ‘Z’ 

Bsc 
4100385937 09 Apr 2023 

78 DEBBAR VORTEX Mrs D O'Keefe 
 Chili Della Valcuvia x *Aust Ch.Debbar Hermione 'A"Z' 4100387723 15 Jun 2023 
 

1st 
78 VP 

2nd 
77 P  

 

Class 2 Minor Puppy Dog 1 Entry 
 

79 CINDERHOF BROCKK (AI) A.Drinkwater 
 Nz. Ch. Oakway Hardcore x Cinderhof Romaa 2100600215 17 Mar 2023 

 

 

Just over 6 months. Just above med size, med strong, masculine male of good type and 

proportions.strong masculine head and ears are a little large with left ear still to firm.  

Good length of neck, level wither, straight back, falling over lumbar area, and croup is 

short.  Upper arm should be longer and better angled. Pronounced hind angulation. 

Fore and underchest need further development.   Steps close going, hocks need to firm. 

During movement displays good drive and reach, maintaining a good outline.   

 

  

 

1st 
79 VP 

 

Class 3 Puppy Dog 1 Entry 
 

80 AZINCOURT RUDY(AI) Mr A C & Mrs S L Bird 
 Salvatore Vom Grafenwald (Imp Deu) x Freinhauf Fire Fly Zoe 2100594917 31 Oct 2022 

 

Almost 11months. Well above medium size medium strong slightly stretched male of 

overall good type and colour. Has a strong masculine head, good breadth of skull and 

good eye colour. Good length of neck, high wither, straight topline, croup is quite well 

laid, well angled but slightly short upper arm. Very good hind angulation that should not 

be any longer. Good length of foreleg.  Good fore and very good underchest 

development for his age.  Stands correct in front.  Steps close going, elbows should be 

tighter.  During movement displays powerful drive with good reach, maintaining a good 

outline.  

  

 

1st 
80 VP 

 



Class 4 Junior Dog 1 Entry 
 

81 INEFFABLE EMMANZ K and S Maresh 
 Chili Della Valcuvia Imp Ita x *Ch. Rhosyn Twysted Secret A Z 4100377580 20 Sep 2022 

 

Just over 12months. 64cm 30cm.  well above medium size, medium strong, masculine 

male, very good type. Good masculine head, with good eye colour. Good length of neck, 

high wither, clean topline. Croup could be better angled.  Well angled but short upper 

arm.  Very good hind angulation where lower thigh should not be any deeper.  Good 

fore and underchest development.  Standing correct in front.  Steps close going where 

hocks should be firmer and elbows tighter.  During movement displays very good drive 

and good reach, maintaining a good outline.   

  

 

1st 
81 VG 

 

Class 5 Intermediate Dog 2 Entries 
 

82 FREINHAUF UTHER Ms JL Redmond 
 Wulkano_Uno Von Schnitzerteam x Freinhauf Elle Mcpherson 6100134982 15 Feb 2022 

 

19months. 64cm29cm  Just medium size, medium strong, masculine male, of very good 

type , colour and proportions.  Strong masculine head, good eye colour, good length of 

neck, level wither. Slight rise in the topline. Croup is quite well laid.  Well angled but 

short upper arm.  Very good hind angulation with good breadth of thighs that should 

not be any longer.  Good fore and very good underchest.  Steps close going and elbows 

should be tighter.  During movement displays very good drive and reach. Should be 

more settled.  The wither could be carried higher.  

 

  

83 AUST. CH CASTASTAR SERGIO 'A''Z' Mrs A Doyle 
 Uk Ch. Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) x Castastar Nayeli 'A''z' 4100368707 02 Mar 2022 

 

18.5 months  64cm 29.5cm  well above medium size, medium strong, good masculinity 

and overall very good type.  Masculine head where skull could be broader and planes 

more balanced. Good length of neck, high wither. Straight topline. Croup could be a 

little longer.  Upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. 

Good length of foreleg. Very good underchest development.  Standing correct in front.  

Steps a little close going, elbows should be firmer.  During movement displays very good 

drive and reach maintaining a good outline.  

 

 

  

 

1st 
82 VG 

2nd 
83 VG 

 

Class 11 Open Dog 3 Entries 
 

44 CASTASTAR GRINGO "A""Z" Kylie ZImmerle 
 Toby Von Der Plassenburg x Castastar Alexi 4100285015 28 Dec 2016 

 
 

 
  

85 SUP. CH. CASTASTAR OVER THE WALL `A`Z` BSC Mrs Margaret Purcell 
 Uk.Ch Conbhairean Freddie  ( Imp Uk) x Debbar Isabella 4100341465 24 Aug 2020 

 

 

3 years. 65.5cm 32cm  very large, strong masculine, expressive male still very good type 

and proportions. Strong masculine expressive head with good breadth of skull. Good 

eye colour. Firm ears. Good length of neck, high wither, clean topline. Where croup 

could be longer and better angled.  Upper arm should be longer and better angled.  Very 

good hindquarter angulation, very good breadth of thigh.  Good fore and pronounced 

underchest development.  Could stand more correct in front.  Has good sequence of 

  



steps coming and going where elbows should be tighter. During movement displays very 

good drive and reach and maintains a good outline.  Off lead shows similarperformance. 

Gunsure 

86 * CH. DEBBAR QUALL A Z Mrs D O'Keefe 
 *Chili Della Valcuvia x *Debbar Isabella 'A"Z' 4100354391 09 May 2021 

 

2yrs 4mths.  64.5cm 30cm.  well above medium size, masculine expressive well coloured 

male overall very good type and construction.  Has strong masculine head, with good 

breadth of skull and eye colour. Strong ears. Good length of neck into high wither firm 

clean topline, quite a well laid croup.  Very good angulations of both fore and 

hindquarter.  Good breadth of thigh. good fore and very good underchest development 

for his age. Standing correct in front.  Shows good sequence of steps coming and going 

where elbows could be tighter.  During movement displays powerful drive and very 

good reach maintaining a firm outline. Off lead, once settled, displayed similar to on 

lead. Gunsure 

 

  

 

1st 
86 EX 

2nd 
85 EX 

3rd 
 

 

 


